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 Elective Courses in Short Term: 
Short-terms at Paideia are a time for you to explore and experiment in different types of classes and 
academic departments. They offer you the opportunity to: 
 
• Study a topic in greater depth and intensity than is possible in a long-term class 
• Take a class outside of a traditional academic offering or department 
• Take team taught classes by different teachers throughout the school 
• Take an interdisciplinary course 
• Have classes that provide hands-on learning experiences 
• Try a new skill or improve an old one 
• Explore personal creativity and academic passions 
• Meet graduation requirements such as: PE, Art, Music or Drama, or Internship 
 
 
Short-term is great opportunity to learn in different ways and in new fields of study. It is not a time to forget 
about academic and intellectual rigor. Your short term courses may not be structured in the same manner as 
your Long Term ones, however, our expectations in the classroom are the same. 
 
Your choices are important and will be honored as best as possible. Your final schedule will be determined 
based on your choices, advisor and teacher recommendations, space available in classes, and a review of 
your overall schedule.  
 
We would like you to have a balanced schedule in both academic and non-academic classes. Your advisors 
can help guide you on what is an appropriate number of academic and non-academic classes. You should 
have at least 50 percent of academic classified courses over short term A and B.  
 
Academic courses are those identified in departments such as: Science, Math, Modern Language, English, 
Social Studies, and Interdisciplinary. Non-academic courses are in Fine Arts, Music, PE and Health, Other. 
 
Typically, academic courses have a number of different assignments and assessment, such as: quizzes, tests, 
papers, presentations and labs. Non-academic typically may have fewer assignments or assessment and do 
not fall under a specific academic discipline. 
 
Courses that are considered academic are given grades and count towards your GPA. Courses that are 
considered non-academic can be given grades or be pass/fail but do not count towards your GPA. 
 
If you have any questions please speak with your advisor or Laura Magnanini, Director of Studies. 
 
As a reminder, Paideia’s graduation requirements include: 
• 3 credits of Art, Music, or Drama (One long-term course or 3 different short-term courses) 
• 3  credits of PE (Pi League, JV and Varsity Sports, short-term classes, and outside activity approved by 

Mike Emery can fulfill this credit) 
• 60 hours of internship requirement (Seniors must have completed the internship requirement by the end 

of Term A) 
 
All of these credits can be fulfilled throughout all 4 years at Paideia during both Long and Short Terms. 
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Required Courses in Short Term: 
 
Each grade and academic department in short-term has some courses that are required for students to take.  
Please review the following information to see what courses apply for your short-term schedule.  
Depending on your long-term schedule, there are courses that continue through short-term A and B. These 
required courses are a continuation of their long-term courses and are separated by term and department. 
 
By department: 
Modern Language 
Short Term A Short Term B 
French 1– 1 hr (A only) No Modern Language requirements 
Spanish 1 - 1 hr (A only)  
French 2 – 1hr ( A only)  
Spanish 2 – 1hr (A only)  
 
Math 
Short Term A Short Term B 
A2T No math requirements 
AP AB Calculus  
AP BC Calculus  
 
Social Studies 
Short Term A Short Term B 
US History – 1 hr. (A and B terms) US History – 1 hr. (A and B terms) 
 
Science 
Short Term A Short Term B 
AP Chemistry -2 hr (A Term only) No required courses in Term B. 
AP Physics C -1 hr (A Term only)  
AP Physics 2 – 1hr ( A Term only)  
 
By Grade: 
 
10th grade required courses 
Short Term A Short Term B 
US History (A and B Term) US History (A and B Term) 
Ethics ( A or B Term)     
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PERIODS 1&2 TWO-HOUR COURSES 

ACADEMIC: 
 

AP CHEMISTRY LABORATORY (SCIENCE)    Magnus Edlund 
This 2-hour course is a continuation of the long term AP Chemistry class.  This is a required course for all 
AP Chemistry students. (2 hrs.) 
 
SCIENCE OLYMPIAD (SCIENCE)     Rick Goldstein 
You will prepare for one or more of the 23 different science related events, including building events (like 
bridges, towers, robots, and helicopters) and/or collection events (like fossils, geology, birds, and 
astronomy) and/or applied lab knowledge (like biology lab, chem. lab, physics lab, forensics science, and 
environmental science). This is a one hour class open to any grade and there are no tests, or no papers, or 
weekly quizzes. You will need to either create a notebook of material for the event or complete a build 
during the month class. You will be working on your own much of the time with some guidance. You are 
expected to compete in one of the tournaments in January, February or March, so the more you prepare, the 
better you will do representing Paideia. It's science, it’s creative, it's fun -- It's Science Olympiad. (1 hr. or 2 
hrs.) 
 
THE WIRE (SEASON 4): The American Dream Re-visited (ENGLISH)    

John Capute 
The Wire is not what you think it is.  It is not a cop show, though it has cops in it.  It is not a show about 
gangsters and drugs, though both play major roles in it.  It is not a crime show, though every season revolved 
in one way another around criminals and crimes.  It is not a show about heroes and villains or good or evil, 
though there are many figures in it who behave heroically and others who behave terribly (and sometimes 
they are one in the same). It is a show about the fundamental story that informs the way America defines 
itself.  To wit: you work hard enough, you do all the things asked of you, you do what is right, and you will 
succeed.  You can be anything you want to be.  Or you will simply be taken care of at the end of the day.  
The story is that of a social contract between citizens and the institutions we serve: the companies we work 
for, the schools that educate us, the governments that take and use our taxes, the police that protect us.  And 
The Wire showed again and again through its setting of Baltimore, Maryland—its drug corners, in its police 
stations, in its City Hall, in its school, in its newspapers—how this story is a myth.  Success can happen.  A 
black man can be President.  But, the series asks, is this the norm or is it the exception?  What has happened 
to that story that we have come to know as the American Dream?   This is what The Wire is about.  And in 
this class we will consider this vision of the Dream through its fourth season, the “season about the kids.”  In 
this case, four junior high boys in a failing inner city school; four normal kids going to a school where, as a 
secretary says in the fictional Edward Tilghman Middle School of the show, “Not a thing here works like it 
should.”  Meanwhile, the cops are still trying to take the drug dealers down in the never ending “War 
Against Drugs”; and the mayor and his cronies are still “juking the books”—lying—to hide their failure at 
making even the slightest dent in the drug trade.  And against this backdrop: Randy, Michael, Namond, and 
Dukie; four kids just trying to survive and grow up.  Race; class; education; crime; family; power; 
powerlessness; success; failure: all are themes of this season of The Wire and all are part of the discussion 
we will be having for four weeks.  Blogging; a final; and lots and lots of discussions.   
 
 
NOT-SO-BRAVE NEW WORLDS: Dystopia in Film and Literature (ENGLISH) 

Sarah Schiff 
  
In 1516, Sir Thomas More coined the term “utopia” (literally “no-place”) to imagine and work 
toward a perfect world.  In the twentieth century appeared a counter-genre, the dystopia, in which 
the world is foreseen as horrific, unjust, and really, really dirty.  The twentieth century also saw 
the emergence of a new art form: the motion picture.  In this course, we will look at the terrible 
futures imagined by some of the most influential dystopian films, including Metropolis (1927), 
Blade Runner (1982), and The Matrix (1999).  Alongside them, we will read short stories by such 
authors as Philip K. Dick, Ursula K. Le Guin, and Kurt Vonnegut who have inspired or been 
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inspired by such films.  As we do so, we will consider these works’ social, political, and cultural 
implications.  Do dystopian stories inspire change, as More hoped to do?  Can such pressing issues 
in the United States as gender and race equality, climate change, and the technology boom be 
adequately addressed by dystopian fantasies? And why have dystopian films and literature—from 
Cormac McCarthy’s The Road to The Hunger Games franchise—become all the rage now in the 
21st century?  In class discussion, a couple short response papers, and a creative adaptation project, 
students will explore how 20th century writers and filmmakers have critiqued their contemporary 
moments and imminent futures.  If things don’t change, might the dystopian worlds they imagine 
be our own? 
 
THE LIFE CINEMATIC: THE FILMS OF WES ANDERSON (ENGLISH)  
        Jim Veal/ Gregory Mancini 
A twelve-year-old Boy Scout runs away from home to live in the New England wilderness with the twelve-
year-old actress he loves. An egocentric father returns after twenty years to win back the affections of his 
wife and three successful, but highly neurotic children. A pack of exiled mutts rally to reunite a boy on the 
run with his faithful dog and get the two of them home.  A lowly hotel lobby boy in Pre-World War II 
Europe finds himself running from the law with his boss, the hotel’s famously demanding concierge. The 
characters and stories of these feature films are unquestionably strange, but stranger still is that each comes 
from the imagination of one man—the auteur director Wes Anderson. With a bold visual style for which he 
has become famous, Anderson has used eccentric characters and downright wacky plotlines to explore key 
big questions. What does it mean to become an adult? What does it mean to be a father, a mother, or a 
sibling—or to be part of any family? What does home mean to us? How do we live lives that are committed 
to our ideals and our passions in a world as absurd as the one we know? In this course, we will watch 
Anderson’s films. Moreover, we will read short stories and excerpts from literature that have influenced 
Anderson and view works of art and other films that have done the same.  Assessment will be based on class 
participation, brief informal writings, and a test.   
  
PILOTING (SCIENCE)       Don Walter  

The Introduction to Aviation class introduces the basics of flight and aviation to teach and demonstrate 
practical application of core STEAM principles. The two hour short term course will use a "light" version of 
the Civil Air Patrol basic flight curriculum to introduce the principles of aerodynamics, navigation, basic 
aircraft systems, communication, human factors, team building, airport operations, weather and rocketry. 
There will be approximately 5 field trips to PDK Airport, the Delta Museum, Centennial Academy and 
Candler Park (Rocketry).  

 
 
 
	
 
 
 
 
 
 

PERIODS 1&2 TWO HOUR COURSES 
NON-ACADEMIC: 

 
THINGS THAT KEEP YOU UP AT NIGHT: A Look into Horror Film (OTHER) 
        Carson Sanford/Beth Schild 
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In this class, we will explore the genre of horror films from the perspective of how society and our personal 
fears influence the scary movies we know and love. First we will break down the elements to a scary movie 
and why we're so attracted to them. We will then look at historical events throughout the 20th and 21st 
century and see how they affected the genre. As we cover these broad topics, we will touch on others such as 
horror film culture, sub genres in Horror, gender in horror, and even horror on the smaller screen. There will 
be an occasional quiz on the movies themselves and a fun final project. In this class we will of course be 
watching some movies that are rated R containing mature content, jump scares, and disturbing images, so if 
you aren’t comfortable with this, you may want to consider whether or not this class is for you. 
 
MEET THE BEATLES. MUSIC AND MANIA (OTHER)                     

Nat Emerson  
A study into their background, music, rise to fame and legacy that led to them becoming not only an 
international sensation but part of a music ‘Revolution’ that swept the world in the mid to late 1960s. 
Through ‘deep listening’, lyrical analysis and a selection of readings, learn how and why The Beatles are so 
musically recognized and culturally significant. Reading and writing required.  
 
ALTERNATIVE SPRING BREAK: NEW ORLEANS ( OTHER)   

Natalie Rogovin/Kim Mansion 
In his acceptance speech for the Nobel Peace Prize in 1986, Elie Wiesel concluded his remarks by referring 
to the suffering of people everywhere in the world: “What all these victims need above all is to know that 
they are not alone; that we are not forgetting them, that when their voices are stifled we shall lend them ours, 
that while their freedom depends on ours, the quality of our freedom depends on theirs”; While the miseries 
experienced by citizens of the Gulf States as a result of Hurricane Katrina on August 29, 2005 were felt 
widely, the city of New Orleans took the greatest impact when the levees were breached. This class will 
explore one of the oldest and most unique cities in the USA. New Orleans is a city rich with history, culture, 
and great food and music to boot. However, it is also a city of great need. The issues of health, inequality, 
education, crime and environmental sustainability are a daily reality for it[?]s residents. As a result, New 
Orleans also has a thriving non-profit sector made up of a variety of community-based organizations that are 
critical for New Orleans.  This course is open all and is not required for the Alternative Spring Break trip, 
and students enrolled are also not required to attend the trip.  However, the aim of the course will have a 
focus on the areas where students will be visiting. 
 
THE HUMAN FORM IN CLAY (ART)      Dianne Bush 
There are few things as satisfying as transforming a soft lump of clay into a recognizable representation of a 
human face or body. This course is an introduction to figure sculpture using fired clay as the medium and 
will include a study of the human head and body and options for its representation in three dimensions. An 
orientation to building, surfacing, and firing ceramics and processes of hand-forming clay including 
pinching, coil-building, slab building, modeling, and carving will be introduced. While the class will teach 
proper proportions and placement of facial features, we will also examine how sculptors can take liberties 
with realistic representation in order to allow for creative expression. Students will have the opportunity to 
express zoomorphic, fantasy, or thematic interpretations of the figure if desired. (2 hrs.) 
 
 
 
WOODWORKING: Cigar Box Guitars ( OTHER)  Dave Fergemann 
 
A cigar box guitar is a fun, inexpensive instrument that you can make yourself with a little bit of 
woodworking skill. In this class, you’ll learn to use a variety of hand tools and power tools, and use them to 
make your own cigar box guitar. No woodworking experience necessary. 
 
SUSTAINABILITY INTERNSHIP (OTHER)   Korri Ellis 
Interested in assisting with the advancement of environmental sustainability at Paideia? The focus of the 
sustainability internship can be shaped by your area of interest. Possibilities include participation in citizen 
science projects, research and action projects helping to address challenges with our school community's 
waste stream, conducting water quality tests, teaching environmental lessons to lower grades, and more. 
Interns must be able to work independently.  
 
INTERNSHIP (OTHER)       Natalie Rogovin 
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Internships are a meaningful way to enact the Framework of Values that contribute to the community and 
culture of service at Paideia, specifically Empathy, Social Responsibility, and the Development of an Ethical 
Self. Volunteering gives you the chance to create the kind of community and world in which you want to 
live. It gives you the opportunity to be a part of something bigger than yourself and use your civic 
responsibility for the greater good. Ultimately, it allows you to see a life other than your own. 
  
It is also a graduation requirement; two internships, at separate organizations, with a minimum 
of 30 hours each, must be completed (only one internship credit is awarded for on campus service work). 
  
Students are encouraged to do 1 internship their 9th or 10th grade year and a second one in their 11th or 
12th grade year. 
  
SETTING UP INTERNSHIP: 
Step 1. Start by making general observations of issues that affect your community. Think about what type of 
service you would like to do, social justice advocacy, education, urban ag., health & human services, 
environment, etc. 
Step 2. Once you have identified an issue check in with Natalie. She will have several organizations already 
arranged to take Paideia volunteers during short term. 
Step 3: Attend the meeting before short term to choose your placement. 
Step 4: During the internship, it is suggested that students keep a journal of their experiences. Regular 
communication with Natalie during the internship is expected. 
Step 5. TO RECEIVE CREDIT students must complete the Reflection Essay and log hours using 
Mobileserve.  Both must be completed for credit and instructions for both are available on the 
Student Portal. 
  
Students wishing to set up their own service opportunities must have them approved by Natalie prior to the 
start of Short Term. 
 
 
 

PERIOD 1 ONE-HOUR COURSES 
ACADEMIC: 

AP PHYSICS C (SCIENCE)       Martin Aguilera                                               
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. (One hour in Short Term A is required of students in Long 
Term AP Physics). (1 hr.)  
 
AP BC CALCULUS (MATH)        Jack Bross 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. You may sign up for either section.  (One hour in Short 
Term A is required of students enrolled in AP BC Calculus.) (1 hr.) 
 
AP AB CALCULUS (MATH)        Paul Myers 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. You may sign up for either section.  (One hour in Short 
Term A is required of students enrolled in AP AB Calculus.) (1 hr.) 
 
US HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT (SOCSTUDIES)   Carl Rosenbaum 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. Students must stay with their Long Term teacher during 
Short Terms. (One hour each Short Term is required of students in American History). (1 hr.) 
 
SPANISH 2 (MODLANG)     Alberto Mendez, Marci Wieland 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. Students must stay with their Long Term teacher during 
Short Terms.  (1 hr.) 
 
FRENCH 2 ( MODLANG)      Joanna Gibson 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. It is a required course for all students in French 2. You do 
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not need to sign up for the same teacher in short term as you have in long term. (1 hr.) 
 
ETHICS  (INTERDISC)       HIGH SCHOOL FACULTY 
In the 10th grade, students will take a one-hour class in ethics during Short Term A. We will read one book 
together that offers material for class discussion. All you need to do before the class begins is obtain the 
book we will be reading this year: Dear Martin by Nic Stone. Avoid reading the back of the book, and just 
let the plot unfold as you read it in January. This class offers an opportunity to have real conversations about 
ethical issues we face as students and as people. The focus of this class includes current events, 
philosophical background, and nitty-gritty details of ethical dilemmas high school and college students must 
navigate. We will examine real-life scenarios and consider options and consequences. We will also consider 
active listening and dialogue strategies to foster an ability to have ongoing conversations about tough issues. 
The purpose of the Ethics class is to help prepare students for ethical dilemmas they will face in the real 
world. 
  
SCIENCE OLYMPIAD (SCIENCE)      Rick Goldstein 
You will prepare for one or more of the 23 different science related events, including building events (like 
bridges, towers, robots, and helicopters) and/or collection events (like fossils, geology, birds, and 
astronomy) and/or applied lab knowledge (like biology lab, chem. lab, physics lab, forensics science, and 
environmental science). This is a one hour class open to any grade and there are no tests, or no papers, or 
weekly quizzes. You will need to either create a notebook of material for the event or complete a build 
during the month class. You will be working on your own much of the time with some guidance. You are 
expected to compete in one of the tournaments in January, February or March, so the more you prepare, the 
better you will do representing Paideia. It's science, it’s creative, it's fun -- It's Science Olympiad.  
 
MODEL UNITED NATIONS (SOCSTUDIES)                         

Joy Lewis Mendez/Lindsay Reid 
This class is a preparatory course for students participating in the Model United Nations team at Paideia. 
Emphasis will be on preparing for upcoming conferences, so we will cover current events, public speaking, 
research skills, position paper writing, and resolution writing. We will also have a mock committee session 
to pull all of your skills together.  If you are not yet a member of the Model UN club and would like to 
participate in this course, please see Joy Lewis-Méndez or Lindsay Reid for permission.  
  
ENTREPRENEURIALISM (SOCSTUDIES)     Todd Zeldin 
Over the past decade large, more established companies have experienced flat or declining job growth, while 
start-ups and small businesses have witnessed explosive growth. In fact, the majority of job growth in this 
country comes from small businesses with fewer than 50 employees. Entrepreneurialism is alive and 
well in both small and large companies, and business students across the globe are providing the 
ideacreation needed to fuel future revenue growth and profitability. This course is designed to teach high 
school students how to take a business idea, create a business plan, and present the plan to potential 
investors. The course “final exam” involves students presenting their plan to a team of expert panelists who 
have experience investing in startup ventures. The format will be similar to a “Shark Tank” presentation 
with prizes at the end of the term. (1hr.)  
     
RACE IN AMERICA (SOCSTUDIES)   Barrington Edwards 
This is a discussion- and project-based class that explores the social construction of race and racism, 
focusing on race as both a biological idea  and a social reality, particularly in Western culture. We will pay 
special attention to how the intersection of science and race has maintained its social force in American 
society. By the end of the three-week class, students will be able to critically evaluate claims about race, 
analyze the social construction of race in debates about social inequality, and demonstrate an 
awareness and appreciation of ethnic and racial differences in society.  
 
We will also screen episodes from the Netflix original show, Dear White People, that deals specifically with 
race and racism in Western society. By the end of the term, students will have a better understand and be 
able to make a historical connection to modern day incidents concerning race and racism within Western 
society - such as the events in Charlottesville. The final project will be a presentation that each student will 
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participate in presenting to the high school during a Monday Morning Meeting assembly.  
ART MAGAZINE / BLUE RIDER (ENGLISH)     Joseph Cullen  
This course is for the art magazine staff and consists mostly of reading submissions for our May release of 
the new magazine. Work will include fund-raising, design, poster making and making literary allusions.  
 
 ITALIANS (MODLANG)     Eddy Hernandez  
 This course is an introduction to Italian culture and basic language. Students will learn about modern Italian 
culture through literature, music, and film. We will learn about major events in the history of Italy as well as 
important geographical and political aspects of the country. Basic language skills (primarily conversation) 
will also be developed throughout the course. Field trips may include a visit to an Italian restaurant or to 
watch an Italian film. Students will take short quizzes throughout the course and will present a final oral and 
written project on an aspect of Italian culture of their choice. (1 hr.)   
 
PLANET EARTH (SCIENCE)     Brian Smith 
The diversity of life on Earth is astonishing. Fortunately, filmmakers from the BBC have captured a great 
deal of it in the miniseries, Planet Earth, and the newly released sequel, Planet Earth II. In this course, we 
will watch all of Planet Earth II and some of the original series and will support these films with readings 
from Surviving the Extremes by Dr. Kenneth Kamler which addresses how humans might fare in the Earth's 
many ecosystems. Students will write short papers about their favorite animals from each week and will be 
expected to participate in weekly reading discussions, but mostly we'll all just be taking in nature's many 
marvels! (1hr)  
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 PERIOD 1 ONE-HOUR COURSES  
NON-ACADEMIC: 

 
 
CLOTHING DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION (ART)    Henry Leonard 
This course is designed as an opportunity for those who are seeking to expand their imagination in fashion 
and develop skills in designing and construction of clothing. Instructions in the use of the sewing machine 
and the use of commercial patterns will be emphasized.  Student can use a wide range of materials such as 
paper, trash bags, tape, reconstructed clothes and other materials in creating a garment.  (1 hr) 
 
CRYPTIC CROSSWORDS (OTHER)     Gavin Drummond 
Have you heard the stories about crosswords in my classes?  If you have, you know the deal, but if you 
haven’t -- cryptic crosswords are AWESOME verbal puzzles that rely less on general knowledge and more 
on logic and puzzle-solving abilities. Try this one: Angry group of letters produces puzzle (9).  You’ll learn 
a lot about language and words, and we’ll also watch the movie The Imitation Game, about a number of 
crossword solvers who changed the course of the Second World War.  [PS The answer to the clue is 
CROSSWORD.  Angry = cross, a group of letters = word - put them together and that “produces” a puzzle - 
a crossword! ] 
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CO-ED STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING (PE/HEALTH)    Ivan Asteghene  
This course will take place in the Fitness Center and it will introduce students to basic strength training 
techniques and enable them to identify major and secondary muscle groups being contracted. Students will 
gain an understanding of different training strategies/techniques and be able to set up an individual regimen 
or program. Cardiovascular training including aerobic, low/high intensity, low/high duration, circuit and 
interval training will also be included in this course. Students will study, learn, and use spotting techniques, 
other safety procedures used in the Fitness Center and in any other physical activities. Students do not have 
to be proficient in any techniques to join the class. If there is enough student interest, there will be one co-ed 
class and one all women’s class . (1 hr)  
      
WOMEN AND WELLNESS ( OTHER)                                                             Nisha Simama 
In this course, we will look at literature that speaks to what it means to be female. We will explore topics 
including the female body and its make-up, wellness to include exercise, care of the body and how to 
maintain a healthy self. We will discuss external influences and how they affect the decisions women make. 
This course is designed for 9th through 12th graders. (Open to girls only).  (2 hrs.) 
 

 
 

PERIOD 2 ONE-HOUR COURSES 
ACADEMIC: 

 
ALGEBRA 2/TRIG (MATH)      Paul Myers 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. Paul Myers will be teaching this class instead of Jack B. 
(1hr) 
 
AP PHYSICS 2 (SCIENCE)      Martin Aguilera                                             
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. (One hour in Short Term A is required of students in Long 
Term AP Physics). (1 hr.) 
  
SPANISH 1 (MODLANG)      JOY LEWIS MENDEZ 
This is a continuation of the Long Term Course. It is a required course for all students in Spanish 1. (1 hr.) 
 
SPANISH 2 (MODLANG)      Melissa McKay Hagan 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. Students must stay with their Long Term teacher during 
Short Terms. (1 hr.) 
 
US HISTORY & GOVERNMENT (SOCSTUDIES)    

Barrington Edwards, Amy Manlapas, Carl Rosenbaum 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. Students must stay with their Long Term teacher during 
Short Terms. (One hour each Short Term is required of students in US History and Government). (1 hr.) 
 
ETHICS  (INTERDISC)       High School Faculty 
In the 10th grade, students will take a one-hour class in ethics during Short Term A. We will read one book 
together that offers material for class discussion. All you need to do before the class begins is obtain the 
book we will be reading this year: Dear Martin by Nic Stone. Avoid reading the back of the book, and just 
let the plot unfold as you read it in January. This class offers an opportunity to have real conversations about 
ethical issues we face as students and as people. The focus of this class includes current events, 
philosophical background, and nitty-gritty details of ethical dilemmas high school and college students must 
navigate. We will examine real-life scenarios and consider options and consequences. We will also consider 
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active listening and dialogue strategies to foster an ability to have ongoing conversations about tough issues. 
The purpose of the Ethics class is to help prepare students for ethical dilemmas they will face in the real 
world. 
 
SPREAD SCIENCE! (SCIENCE) Brian Smith 
In this class we will imagine, organize, prepare, and test unique science lessons and experiments for kids at 
Whitefoord Elementary and Coan Middle School. We’ll think of things about the universe that interest us 
and survey younger students for ideas before finding ways to demonstrate and explain them in an accessible 
way. We’ll try to challenge ourselves by taking on subjects that have more complex principals than the kids 
are used to seeing. Some examples of past lessons include “Why is the Sky Blue?”, “Why is Soda Fizzy?”, 
“How do Planes Fly?” and “Intro to Evolution”. The entire course is pretty much about discussing, throwing 
around ideas, and actively testing experiments, so participation is important. Students who take this class 
will also be encouraged to participate in at least one lesson presentation at one of the schools. This class will 
count for an academic credit, and time spent at Whitefoord or Coan will count for internship hours. (1 hr.) 
 
POETRY OUT LOUD (ENGLISH)       Clark Cloyd 
For the past eleven years The Poetry Foundation has sponsored a national poetry recitation competition 
called Poetry Out Loud.  Participants in this class will prepare three poems to recite from memory.  The 
class and a panel of judges will select the school winner who will then move on to participate in the state 
competition. The winner at the state level will receive $200 and an all-expenses-paid trip with an adult 
chaperone to Washington, DC, to compete in the National Finals (the National Champion will receive 
$20,000).  Obviously, not everyone will be able to compete beyond Paideia, but everyone will benefit from 
preparing poems for the class – reading, analyzing and memorizing some very good poetry. (1 Hour)  
 
SCIENCE OLYMPIAD (SCIENCE)      Rick Goldstein 
You will prepare for one or more of the 23 different science related events, including building events (like 
bridges, towers, robots, and helicopters) and/or collection events (like fossils, geology, birds, and 
astronomy) and/or applied lab knowledge (like biology lab, chem. lab, physics lab, forensics science, and 
environmental science). This is a one hour class open to any grade and there are no tests, or no papers, or 
weekly quizzes. You will need to either create a notebook of material for the event or complete a build 
during the month class. You will be working on your own much of the time with some guidance. You are 
expected to compete in one of the tournaments in January, February or March, so the more you prepare, the 
better you will do representing Paideia. It's science, it’s creative, it's fun -- It's Science Olympiad. (1 hr. or 2 
hrs.) 
 
PUBLIC HEALTH 101 ( SCIENCE)   Lindsay Reid 
Public Health 101 is a survey course to introduce students to the varied field of public health.  Students will 
learn what public health is and why it is important to our society through a series of readings, lectures, 
discussions and regular interactive activities.  Students will also have a chance to visit the David J. Sencer 
CDC Museum and interact with a series of public health experts from a variety of disciplines.  This is a non-
academic course, but students will be asked to participate in several group projects and presentations. 
	
SOLVING CRIME WITH MATH: NUMB3RS ( MATH)    Jen Leon 
In this course, students will learn a a variety of applications of mathematics for solving crimes. The TV 
series, Numb3rs, which is about an FBI agent and his Mathematics Professor brother, will set the stage for 
our discussions. We will be watching episodes and debriefing on the mathematics used to solve the crime. 
 
  
 

 PERIOD 2 ONE-HOUR COURSES 
NON -ACADEMIC: 
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BEGINNING WEST AFRICAN DRUMMING (MUSIC)                         Chuck Cogliandro  
Participants will learn the elements of West African Drum Music, including playing technique, ensemble 
playing, songs, and essential background information on the people, history and culture from which the 
music and instruments come.  The focus will be on the music of the djembe orchestra, which comes from the 
Maninka ethnic group who live in the extended regions of the old Mali empire in West Africa- what is now 
mainly Guinea and Mali, but also includes parts of Senegal, Gambia, Ivory Coast and Burkina Faso.  
Students will learn the importance of playing one part while hearing how it fits into a larger orchestrated 
piece being played by others- an essential principle for living peacefully in community. (1 hr. 
 
 
YEARBOOK (OTHER)                                Janet Sowers 
Yearbook staff would appreciate having your energy, enthusiasm and help so they can make their final 
deadlines and get the yearbooks delivered on time. Short Term A is a very busy time for them, and all their 
focus will be aimed at and working toward meeting those last three deadlines: end of January, mid-February 
and early March. Pages will need to be finished and photos will need to be taken. You will learn how to take 
good candids and how we decide which ones to use for each event. Pages will need to be finished, from 
sports to senior superlatives, so there will be plenty of opportunities to learn the basics of good page layout 
and eDesign. An interest in art and design is helpful, especially if there are theme pages that remain 
unfinished. There will be two mandatory workdays for short term staff; we schedule them on Friday 
afternoons and weekends. If you are interested in learning how a 340 page book gets made, or simply want 
to help Paideia’s yearbook staff cross the finish line, join them in January; they will be most appreciative!  
Editors: you should sign up for both hours in 2nd and 3rd period(1 hr. or 2 hrs.) 
 
LIFE AND EVERYTHING INBETWEEN ( OTHER)   Gavin Drummond 
Short poems and songs are great windows into really important discussion topics.  Love.  What is it?  How 
does it feel to be in love?  What does excitement feel like? Death. Is it random?  What does it feel like when 
your best friend passes?  What kind of a legacy do you want to leave behind when you go?  Some topics 
might be less obvious, but nonetheless spark great discussions.  What about your relationship with your 
mum or dad?  What does that look like?  What should it look like? What about the purpose of education?  Is 
it more valuable looking out the window and day-dreaming, or taking lecture notes in a careful way?  What 
about violence?  Is it ever justifiable?  Or is it always wrong, whatever the situation?  Which situations are 
OK? And how does it feel to grow old?  Are you looking forward to it, or does it make you sad?  
 
Songs, verse and poems cover all of these situations and many more.  The class will be simple: we’ll meet, 
I’ll bring a poem or song, and we’ll talk about it and see where the discussion goes.  You’ll learn how poems 
work, but more importantly, you’ll get to talk with a group of people about really important things.  
 
You’ll notice that this class is non-academic, which is purposeful.  I want you to realize that these things are 
not just for school, but for life.  The only homework will be to keep a handwritten journal (I provide the 
book, unless you want to bring your own) for yourself and for the class during short term. Sometimes you 
will share your entries; at other times you will keep them to yourself.    
 
IT’S COMPLICATED: REAL TALK (OTHER)    

Rachel Peterson/ Tally Johnson 
Make change! In this course students will create, plan, and shape Gender Day and the Sexuality and Healthy 
Relationship initiative at Paideia.  Students in this course will gain leadership and facilitation skills, as well 
as experience with curriculum development. We will evaluate and discuss what our school needs.  We will 
research national standards and the work of various non-profit organizations already effecting change. After 
developing a framework, students will run a pilot program in advisory. Students will have the opportunity to 
create meaningful change in our school community. Bring your ideas to the table, and be ready to discuss 
and implement new initiatives. 
 
ADULTHOOD (OTHER)     Joanna Gibson 
In this course, we will imagine our own lives in a few years, and learn about some of the skills we will need  
to master as adults. Topics will include basic home economics, insurance, taxes, budgeting, roommates, car 
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ownership, and job seeking. We will also try to budget for someone who works at a grocery store.  Students 
will keep a notebook. (1 hr.) 
 
WORD GAMES  ( OTHER)         Marci Wieland  
Do you like to play with words?  Expanding your vocabulary and exploring new ways of thinking can be 
fun!  In this class, we will improve these skills by working together and individually on an assortment of 
word games.  (1 hr.) 
 
ADVANCED IMPROV ( AMD)    Jesse Evans / Tom Haskell 
In this course we will focus on the improvisational portion of acting. We play many different games, such as 
those seen on Whose Line Is It Anyway? but we will also discuss and study the art of improvisation. We will 
learn how it can be used in basic and advanced acting as well as in other real world situations. The course 
may culminate in a Monday Morning Meeting performance for any students willing to do so.  Students who 
have experience in the Musical, theater or outside performances can join this class. (1 hr.)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PERIODS 3&4 TWO-HOUR COURSES 
 
GUATEMALA                                                                            Ruth Dinkins/ Miranda Knowles 
(This is a 4 hour course during 3-6 period. All students going on the trip must sign up for periods 
3-6.) 
 
Students who have applied for and been accepted to this trip/class will participate in 2 weeks of preparatory 
lessons and 9 days of a service trip to the small, predominantly Mayan communities surrounding Xela, 
Guatemala. Students will learn how to take blood pressure, blood glucose, temperature and BMI readings 
and will then be able to evaluate patients in Xela and nearby towns. In addition, they will become experts in 
the fields of nutrition, basic hygiene and sexual health so that they can teach lessons on these topics to 
elementary and middle school students. We will live in homestays for the duration of our trip and expect to 
learn as much or more from our host families as we could in any classroom. We are pleased to partner with 
the Global Public Service Academies (GPSA) who lead service trips to Belize and Guatemala and maintain 
relationships with members of the communities where we will live and work. 
 

 
ACADEMIC: 

 
IT TAKES TWO TO TANGO (ENGLISH)     Marianne Hines/Catharine Tipton   
Communicating in writing is an intricate dance between words and sentence structure, and careful joining of 
words and composition proves essential in clear, informative papers.  In this course, we will give you the 
tools to master the art of this dance by combining grammar instruction with writing practice.  The class 
provides a low risk environment to learn about your writing style and improve it through immediate 
feedback from your teachers and clear instruction on how to correct and refine your writing. The class 
instruction varies between whole class lessons, on-on-one instruction, and independent work with minimal 
homework.  Along with grammar, we will complete an analytical essay and two personal essays in class.  
Your grade will reflect your effort, discipline, and improvement in your grammar and writing during the 
short term.  Come, partner with us for this fun, interesting, and valuable Tango Nuevo! 
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AMERICAN INDIAN STUDIES (SOCSTUDIES)     Marty Hays  
The purpose for having this class is to show that "Native Americans ARE" as opposed to "WERE."  When 
most people think of American Indians, they only consider them as they were in the past, and that past has 
been brought forward, usually with false stereotypes, both negative and positive, leaving modern day 
Natives unrecognized and unappreciated. We will look at important historical figures and events in this 
class, but we will also connect them to the present day. A majority of class time will be spent reading 
modern day Native authors, like Sherman Alexie, and listening to modern day music, like the Cherokee 
rapper "Lightfoot" and watching modern films made by directors like Chris Eyre, and featuring native actors 
and themes. Students will also learn how to powwow dance, drum, and sing and will be encouraged to attend 
a powwow and make contact with Indian people. This is an academic social studies course with considerable 
reading and some quizzes and written work. There is no comprehensive final exam. Participation and active 
involvement are necessary. (2hr) 
 
SPIES: LIT AND FILM (ENGLISH)     Gavin Drummond 
Spies have existed since people decided to keep secrets, but the spy novel and movie have been particularly 
popular in the last hundred years or so.  While the aim of this course is to enjoy reading spy novels and 
movies, certain ideas will thread through this course, particularly these: gender/masculinity; keeping secrets; 
the importance of knowledge; the transmission of information; paranoia and power.  This year’s class will 
begin with one of the earliest modern spy texts, John Buchan’s fun novel The Thirty-Nine Steps, and then 
we’ll follow it with Alfred Hitchcock’s version two decades later - a movie that forms the basis of the 
modern spy movie.  Much of the rest of the class will be watching and critiquing a selection of spy movies, 
including The Third Man, Spy Game, Inception and The Spy Who Came in From the Cold.  Look forward to 
some great discussions, some journaling, and reading quizzes.   
         
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE TEACHING (SCIENCE)     Rick Goldstein 
You will work in pairs of high school students, coordinate with elementary teachers, learn the needed 
science topics with your team, plan and teach the lessons, and get feedback from the other members of the 
class. There are no tests or papers, but a lot of preparation is required for the classes you teach and a daily 
journal is also required. This is an academic 2-hour class offered in A term only. Sign up is by invitation 
only. If you are interested, you must get permission from Rick BEFORE doing the course sign up. Small 
enrollment. High standards. Little kids. Huge rewards. (2 hrs.)  
 
BLACK MIRROR UNRAVELED: Technology and the Future    

Donna Ellwood/ Josh Beskind 
 
“It’s not a technological problem we have, it’s a human one.” 
- Black Mirror creator Charlie Brooker 
 
What will the future look like? What does the term ‘AI’ really mean in today’s world? How has the rise of 
social media affected the way we interact with each other? These are some of the many questions this course 
will discuss. Each week will center around one of three different issues in relation to an episode of the 
critically-acclaimed British/Netflix show Black Mirror. The three topics we will cover will be mortality, 
social media/class, and AI. Additional sources such as short stories, op-ed and academic articles, and TED 
Talks will be used to gain insight into the issues at hand. There will be some reading outside of the class in 
order to prepare for class discussions. Assessment will come through a quiz on each topic and a final project. 
 
 

 PERIODS 3&4 TWO-HOUR COURSES  
NON-ACADEMIC: 

 
THE MISSISSIPPI DELTA (OTHER) 	

A Musical and Culinary Journey from the Back Roads to the Crossroads 	
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Carl Rosenbaum/Mike Emery  

The Mississippi Delta: A Musical, Historical and Culinary Journey from the Back Roads to the 
Crossroads  
 
Come join us (Mike and Carl) as we go on a journey into the land that gave birth to one of the most 
important sources of today’s popular music – The Mississippi Delta. We will begin the trip in Memphis, a 
town with a rich history of music and the home of the National Civil Rights Museum. From there we travel 
south to Clarksdale (the Crossroads) the place many consider the “birthplace of the blues.” In Clarksdale, we 
will go to Morgan Freeman’s Ground Zero Blues Club, listen to live music at Red’s and tour the Delta Blues 
Museum. We will eat at world famous Abe’s BBQ and the Rest Haven. 
From there, we travel south on the Blues Highway to Cleveland (the home of the new Grammy Museum), 
Mound Bayou (the oldest African-American town in the US), Merigold (home of Po’ Monkey’s Juke Joint) 
and the Senator’s Place. 
On the way home, we will travel the Delta eastward to Indianola (the home of B.B. King) and Greenwood, 
Mississippi (the grave site of Robert Johnson) to Money, MS the site of the Emmett Till murder that ignited 
the civil rights movement. Our goal is to enlighten you to a forgotten land whose history deserves to be 
preserved. 
 
We will also be collecting books and school supplies for an elementary school in Mound Bayou, MS.  We 
will deliver the supplies to the school on our trip. 
 
Students who take this course must commit to participating on a 4-day trip to the Mississippi Delta, January 
24-27. You will get the chance to visit all of the places we learn about in class and eat at some of the Delta’s 
most famous restaurants.  
 
Approximate cost for the trip including food, transportation, hotel, museums and live music will be around 
$500.  
 
JEWELRY AND SMALL METALS FOR PATIENT STUDENTS (ART) Madeleine Soloway  
Students will learn to create jewelry and/or small metal sculptures using a variety of techniques, including 
forming, soldering, riveting, etching, casting and basic stone setting. This class will also emphasize strong 
design skills. Class size is limited to 12 students. This class is not appropriate for impatient students who 
expect instant jewelry and who frustrate easily. (2 hrs.)  
 
 
FOOD AND WORLD CULTURE (OTHER)                                     Anita Aysola 
Eat around the world in 20 days! Atlanta is rich in food and world culture, and boasts the full range of ethnic 
cuisines. Food serves as a lens into one’s background and culture. We will develop a knowledge of cultures 
around the world by eating at a variety of restaurants. We will make several stops along Buford highway and 
also explore Ethiopian and Indian cuisine among many others.  We will learn about cultures by meeting the 
fine chefs and restauranteurs who are passionate about expressing their culture through their food.  We will 
also visit the Dekalb Farmers Market.  Students will blog and engage in discussion about their experiences. 
There will be an activity fee of $80 for the course. So pull up a chair and bring your adventurous appetite 
and enjoy good food and company. 
 
CLASSIC FILM (1900-1970) ( OTHER)                                       Paula Nettles 
This class will focus on outstanding movies produced between 1900-1970. A variety of genres, themes, 
directors and stars will be included. There will likely be some R-rated movies shown, so if your parents 
would have concerns about you seeing an R-rated film, this may not be the right class for you. Most films 
will listed on multiple "Best Films" lists.  

PHOTOJOURNALISM (AMD)                                                     Holly White/Lilly Bencich 
In this class, we will spend time looking into the work of several photojournalists as well as create our own 
work. Students can choose to work in the darkroom, digitally, or with video. Open to anyone with basic 
knowledge of the darkroom and/or digital photo or video editing programs and an interest in 
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photojournalism. We will cover caption writing, shooting unstaged photos and explore documentary videos. 
Students who sign up for this class should have some experience in darkroom or digital prints. 
 
    
INTERNSHIP (OTHER)       Natalie Rogovin  
Internships are a meaningful way to enact the Framework of Values that contribute to the community and 
culture of service at Paideia, specifically Empathy, Social Responsibility, and the Development of an Ethical 
Self. Volunteering gives you the chance to create the kind of community and world in which you want to 
live. It gives you the opportunity to be a part of something bigger than yourself and use your civic 
responsibility for the greater good. Ultimately, it allows you to see a life other than your own. 
  
It is also a graduation requirement; two internships, at separate organizations, with a minimum 
of 30 hours each, must be completed (only one internship credit is awarded for on campus service work). 
  
Students are encouraged to do 1 internship their 9th or 10th grade year and a second one in their 11th or 
12th grade year. 
  
SETTING UP INTERNSHIP: 
Step 1. Start by making general observations of issues that affect your community. Think about what type of 
service you would like to do, social justice advocacy, education, urban ag., health & human services, 
environment, etc. 
Step 2. Once you have identified an issue check in with Natalie. She will have several organizations already 
arranged to take Paideia volunteers during short term. 
Step 3: Attend the meeting before short term to choose your placement. 
Step 4: During the internship, it is suggested that students keep a journal of their experiences. Regular 
communication with Natalie during the internship is expected. 
Step 5. TO RECEIVE CREDIT students must complete the Reflection Essay and log hours using 
Mobileserve.  Both must be completed for credit and instructions for both are available on the 
Student Portal. 
  
Students wishing to set up their own service opportunities must have them approved by Natalie prior to the 
start of Short Term. 
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PERIOD 3 ONE-HOUR COURSES 
ACADEMIC: 

AP AB CALCULUS (MATH)       Paul Myers 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. (One hour in Short Term A is required of all students in the 
LT course. 
 
AP BC CALCULUS (MATH)       Jack Bross 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. (One hour in Short Term A is required of all students in the 
LT course. 
 
ALGEBRA 1 (MATH)                                                                Sue Apolinksy 
This is a continuation of the Long Term Course. (One hour in Short Term A and B is required of students 
enrolled in Algebra 1.) (1hr.) 
  
SPANISH 2 (MODLANG)     Marci Wieland/ Alberto Mendez 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. Students must stay with their Long Term teacher during 
Short Terms, but can take it any period offered. (1 hr.) 
 
FRENCH 2 (MODLANG)      Eddy Hernandez 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. It is a required course for all students in French  2. Students 
in Eddy’s long-term class must sign up for one of his short term sections. (1 hr.) 
 
US HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT (SOCSTUDIES)  

Barrington Edwards/Amy Manalapas 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. Students must stay with their Long Term teacher during 
Short Terms, but can take it any period offered. (One hour each Short Term is required of students in 
American History).  
 
ETHICS  (INTERDISC)       High School Faculty 
 
In the 10th grade, students will take a one-hour class in ethics during Short Term A. We will read one book 
together that offers material for class discussion. All you need to do before the class begins is obtain the 
book we will be reading this year: Dear Martin by Nic Stone. Avoid reading the back of the book, and just 
let the plot unfold as you read it in January. This class offers an opportunity to have real conversations about 
ethical issues we face as students and as people. The focus of this class includes current events, 
philosophical background, and nitty-gritty details of ethical dilemmas high school and college students must 
navigate. We will examine real-life scenarios and consider options and consequences. We will also consider 
active listening and dialogue strategies to foster an ability to have ongoing conversations about tough issues. 
The purpose of the Ethics class is to help prepare students for ethical dilemmas they will face in the real 
world. 
 
 
 
 
 
HOW THINGS LOOK TO A COCKROACH:  Don Marquis’ Archy and Mehitabel (ENGLISH)    
       Clark Cloyd 
A century ago America’s reigning satiric wit – some called him the next Mark Twain -- was a journalist who 
penned columns through an unusual persona, Archy the cockroach, an insect who in a previous life had been 
a poet.  Don Marquis would print the nocturnal poetic creations of the cockroach in his columns for the New 
York Evening Sun and the Herald Tribune.  As Marquis explained, after the newspaper room emptied out at 
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night, Archy would emerge and leap from key to key on Marquis’ typewriter to produce his poems which 
gently skewered the social and political habits of the day.  Because Archy couldn’t operate the shift key, all 
of the poems were lower case.  He ignored punctuation as well.  Oh, and he had a sidekick of sorts, an alley 
cat named Mehitabel, who was once Cleopatra.  We’ll read an assortment of Archy’s philosophical, free 
verse musings about life in America between the first and second World Wars.  We’ll see what Marquis had 
to say about the country then and think about how those reactions reverberate a century later. 
 
SO BAD IT’S GOOD:  Bad Films and the Directors Who Make Them 
        Jim Veal/ Jack Parker 
 
Preposterous continuity errors.  Laughable special effects.   Memorably atrocious acting.  Lines of mind-
boggling stupidity.   Ridiculously un-self-aware directing.  All of these and many more produce the joys 
experienced by those who take ironic pleasure in bad filmmaking.  The centerpieces of the course will be 
two classics of “so bad it’s good” cinema:  Ed Wood’s 1959 science fiction fantasy Plan Nine From Outer 
Space, famous for it’s “wanton indifference to normal professional standards of script, performance, and 
effects”, and Tommy Wiseau’s “misguided masterpiece” The Room (2003).   As companion pieces we’ll 
view Tim Burton’s affectionate biopic of Ed Wood (a terrific film about a terrible filmmaker) and read The 
Room’s costar’s Greg Sistero’s The Disaster Artist, his hilarious but poignant memoir of his relationship 
with Wiseau and the making of the film.    Along the way we’ll take a few side glances at some other joy-
inducing instances of terrible filmmaking and explore the central question surrounding this unusual genre:  
What makes a bad film good?  Assessment will be based on class participation, brief informal writings, and 
a test.  
 
YOU CAN WRITE A BOOK                                           Olivia Peterson /Annie Bourne 
Whether you want to write the next best-seller or the next Hollywood hit, you must first master the art - and 
science – of creating a compelling story. Aristotle told us how to do it. We will look at how his theory of the 
“Narrative Arc” still explains today why stories rivet or bore you. We will learn the crucial elements of 
“story structure” - the building blocks of every great story. We will explore how each genre - the thriller, the 
mystery, the love story, the coming of age story - plays differently with these core elements. We will talk 
about how to break the rules, and when. We will read examples of story structure, and rules followed and 
broken, including: Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, by Roald Dahl Excerpts of Story, by Robert McKee 
The First Secret of Edwin Hoff, by A.B. Bourne We will talk about the small actions that help a writer 
produce a long piece of work: the writer’s process. You will draft and revise an outline for your own book or 
screenplay. You can do it. In this class, you’ll learn how to start. 
 
Annie Bourne is a Paideia parent of Sophie and Jessica. As A.B. Bourne, she wrote The First Secret of 
Edwin Hoff, c. 2011 Watch Hill Books, which rose to #4 on Amazon’s list of Hot New Releases in Spy 
Stories and Tales of Intrigue, and #5 on Amazon’s Top Rated Spy Stories; Rising Aces, c. 2015 Watch Hill 
Books; and a third novel currently on submission.  
 
 
 

 PERIOD 3 ONE-HOUR COURSES  
NON-ACADEMIC: 

 
 
WOMEN’S STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING (PE/HEALTH)   Ivan Asteghene 
This course will take place in the Fitness Center and it will introduce students to basic strength training 
techniques and enable them to identify major and secondary muscle groups being contracted. Students will 
gain an understanding of different training strategies/techniques and be able to set up an individual regimen 
or program. Cardiovascular training including aerobic, low/high intensity, low/high duration, circuit and 
interval training will also be included in this course. Students will study, learn, and use spotting techniques, 
other safety procedures used in the Fitness Center and in any other physical activities. Students do not have 
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to be proficient in any techniques to join the class. If there is enough student interest, there will be one co-ed 
class and one all women’s class . (1 hr) 
 
EAT, SMOKE AND WEAVE: The Traditional uses of Plants ( OTHER)  Brian Smith 
A non-academic course where we explore the wide variety of ways in which plants were used in traditional 
cultures, as well as some ways they are utilized today.  Students will learn about medicinal uses of plants, 
make their own cordage from local plants, prepare local foods, plant crops, make paper and dyes, as well as 
learn about a variety of other uses for local plants.  By the end of the course you will be able to identify 
many local plants and know how they are used.  This is a hands-on course where you will learn by doing. 
 
UNDERSTANDING YOUR DOG (OTHER)     John Abert 
From its ancestral roots as a wolf, canis lupus familiaris has become the most varied mammal species on 
Earth . . . and one of the most misunderstood.  Our “best friends” are cherished because they are so much 
like us, but they are also so different.  This course will dispel some myths, help you understand how your 
dog thinks, and enhance your relationship with your canine companion.  John has over thirty years of 
experience training his dogs and teaching people to train theirs.  (1 hr.) 
 
STREET ART ( OTHER)                           Oman Frame 
In this class, we will explore the impact street art has had in our world and how it ties in to social 
movements. The class will be both interactive and reflective. Students will work on understanding the nuts 
and bolts of street art and expression as well as the profound impact art has on culture. We will produce two 
free art Friday drops where we share our art with the broader Atlanta community. We will be doing a short 
study on the impact artistic expression has on the community and society. 
 
This year we will work with many different art materials (spray paint, brush and acrylic paint, paint markers, 
and Blue Tape) to design and create small projects. We will design murals on campus using blue painter's 
tape, experimenting with shapes and straight lines. We will use other mediums for other installations around 
campus.   The class will also explore some of the local street art in our neighborhood, so we will be going 
off campus to check them out.  Because we'll be working with paint and other non-clothing-friendly 
materials, please bring or wear clothes that can get dirty or painted on. We will be using latex gloves as well 
as respirators to make it as comfortable as possible. 
I'm looking forward to creating with you! 
 
 
 
 
 
GRAPHIC NOVEL AND HISTORY (OTHER)       Laura Magnanini 
The graphic novel has emerged as one of the world’s great medium for storytelling. We’ll read two different 
authors that explore their semi-autobiographical memoirs through graphic novel. The first we will read is 
Maus, written by Art Spiegelman in 1985.  This story depicts his father’s experience during the Holocaust 
and Spiegelman’s relationship with him as a struggling comic artist. We will then watch Persepolis, by 
Marjane Satrapi and her coming of age story in Tehran during the Islamic Revolution in 1979.  It was first a 
graphic novel that was adapted to film in 2007 and was nominated for the Oscar for Best Animated Feature. 
Both these stories use art and memoir to create personal stories surrounding significant historical events. 
We’ll do weekly/nightly reading and discussion and learn how to read and examine comics and graphic 
novels, as well as discuss the history surrounding both of these books. Our final project will be our own 
semi-autobiographical memoirs in graphic/comic style – don’t be afraid of this if you think you aren’t an 
artist. Everyone will be able to participate!  
 
YEARBOOK (OTHER)                                Janet Sowers 
Yearbook staff would appreciate having your energy, enthusiasm and help so they can make their final 
deadlines and get the yearbooks delivered on time. Short Term A is a very busy time for them, and all their 
focus will be aimed at and working toward meeting those last three deadlines: end of January, mid-February 
and early March. Pages will need to be finished and photos will need to be taken. You will learn how to take 
good candids and how we decide which ones to use for each event. Pages will need to be finished, from 
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sports to senior superlatives, so there will be plenty of opportunities to learn the basics of good page layout 
and eDesign. An interest in art and design is helpful, especially if there are theme pages that remain 
unfinished. There will be two mandatory workdays for short term staff; we schedule them on Friday 
afternoons and weekends. If you are interested in learning how a 340 page book gets made, or simply want 
to help Paideia’s yearbook staff cross the finish line, join them in January; they will be most appreciative!  
Editors: you should sign up for both hours in 2nd and 3rd period(1 hr. or 2 hrs.) 
 
TECHNOLOGY ASSISTANT (OTHER)                         Tami Oliver  
A large part of the success of the computer program at Paideia has been the willingness of students to take 
an interest in the operation of the computer labs and the school-wide network. Responsibilities include 
assisting people in finding software or other materials, helping newcomers use the computers, answering 
questions, maintaining and installing equipment. The assistant may use free time to work on his/her own 
assignment from other classes. (*Permission of instructor required) (1 hr.) 
 
MUSICAL LEADS (MUSIC)   Scott Morris/Kate Murray/Jeff McKerley 
The Tony Awarding winning show, Les Miserables, has been selected as the High School Musical for 
January 2019. Auditions for the show will be held during school on October 30th, October 31st, and 
November 1, 2018. Information about the auditions will be available on or around October 1, 2018.  This 
class is specifically designed for those cast as leads in this musical. 
 
 

PERIOD 4 ONE-HOUR COURSES 
ACADEMIC 

 
 
 
 
US HISTORY & GOVERNMENT (SOCSTUDIES)  Amy Manlapas/Barrington Edwards 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. Students must stay with their Long Term teacher during 
Short Terms. (One hour each Short Term is required of students in US History and Government). (1 hr.) 
 
FRENCH 1 ( MODLANG)     Laura Whigham Trouve 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. (One hour in Short Term A is required of all students in the 
LT course  
 
SPANISH 2 (MODLANG)    Melissa Mckay Hagan / Alberto Mendez 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. It is a required course for all students in Spanish 2. Students 
in Marci’s long-term class must sign up for one of her short term sections. (1 hr.) 
 
ALGEBRA 2/TRIG (MATH)      Paul Myers 
This is a continuation of the Long Term course. Paul Myers will be teaching this class instead of Jack B. 
(1hr) 
 
ETHICS  (INTERDISC)       High School Faculty 
In the 10th grade, students will take a one-hour class in ethics during Short Term A. We will read one book 
together that offers material for class discussion. All you need to do before the class begins is obtain the 
book we will be reading this year: Dear Martin by Nic Stone. Avoid reading the back of the book, and just 
let the plot unfold as you read it in January. This class offers an opportunity to have real conversations about 
ethical issues we face as students and as people. The focus of this class includes current events, 
philosophical background, and nitty-gritty details of ethical dilemmas high school and college students must 
navigate. We will examine real-life scenarios and consider options and consequences. We will also consider 
active listening and dialogue strategies to foster an ability to have ongoing conversations about tough issues. 
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The purpose of the Ethics class is to help prepare students for ethical dilemmas they will face in the real 
world. 
 
 
FLINT, MI STILL HAS NO CLEAN WATER (SCIENCE)                          Korri Ellis 
 
Over 4 years have passed since the start of the Flint, Michigan water crisis yet little has been done to hold 
the people responsible accountable and less has been done to repair the damage done to the people of this 
community. What happened in Flint is not an isolated case.  People of color and people living in poverty 
suffer disproportionately from environmental pollution and disease. The efforts to address and reverse that 
trend embody the environmental justice movement.  
 
In this course we will examine the what, why, how, and “what now?” of environmental justice cases from 
around the world as well as in here Atlanta. We will also explore the history and current policies related to 
Environmental Justice. Join the movement! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE ART OF ADVERTISING ( INTERDISC)                                                  Kris Pinto/Beth Ventura  
Advertising is the ability to strategically persuade people with creative expression and the right 
communication vehicles. 
 
In this short-term class, students will be given a fun and engaging introduction to Advertising, through 
learning some of the important functions, such as copywriting, art direction, market research, social media 
strategy, production, media planning, experiential marketing, cause marketing and so much more. Then the 
students will be presented with two real campaign situations/marketing challenges from Arby’s and Delta. 
Following this briefing, the students will be put in real world, agency-style teams, where they will plan, 
create, execute and present a complete advertising campaign to their assigned client.  
 
The class will have 24 students, organized into 6 teams of 4. Three of the teams will pitch Arby’s and the 
other three teams will pitch Delta. 
 
The curriculum will be a mix of learning days taught by guest speakers who are experts in their fields, field 
trips to see how advertising works in person, and days that the students work hands-on, on their campaigns. 
 
UPSIDE DOWN AND INSIDE OUT: Discontinuous Narratives (ENGLISH)    

Jim Veal 
 
This is a reading course that culminates in a piece of creative writing.  We’ll read essays and stories and 
watch films in which the story is told in an unconventional form:  autobiographical essays arranged in ABC 
order or presented as annotated bibliographies; short stories that are conglomerations of lists and memories, 
or compilations of letters, or sequences of instructions, or collages of historical and cultural references; films 
told in reverse order or composed almost entirely of flashbacks.  Among the creative artists whose work 
we’ll experience are Jennifer Egan, Susan Sontag, Margaret Atwood, Dinty Moore, Sandra Cisneros, Rick 
Moody, Chrisopher Nolan, and Akira Kurosawa.  Once we’ve experienced several different examples of 
unconventional forms of narration, each student will compose a creative piece of his or her own, a story or 
essay employing one of the experimental forms we encountered in our readings.   There will also be a test 
over the readings.   
 

 PERIOD 4 ONE-HOUR COURSES  
NON-ACADEMIC 
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GREEN HOME DESIGN (OTHER)     Brian Smith 
Students learn about eco-friendly homes through the process of researching and designing a new home. In 
the first week of the course, students are introduced to the basics of constructing a home. During this time, 
we review eco-friendly construction materials, energy saving practices, water conservation, smart design, 
and healthy living environments.  Students spend most of the term working with a partner on a house project 
that requires them to produce a 3-D model, floor plan, and advertising material to promote their “green”  
home.  This is a non-academic course, and students are evaluated based on their final project. (1 hr.) 
 
TOYS FROM TRASH ( OTHER)      Jen Leon 
Using designs from Indian Engineer, Arvind Gupta, students will make simple science-based toys by 
repurposing objects that might otherwise be tossed in the trash or a recycle bin. Each week, part of the class 
time will be for making toys and trying to improve on the design and instructions. The other part will be 
spent helping elementary students make the toys. 
 
COFFEE AND A BOOK (OTHER)       Tally Johnson  
In this class, we will read and discuss one, maybe two, young adult novels. We will read a reasonable 
amount at night, and then discuss in class the next day. Our main selection is Tumble and Blue, which has a 
bit of magical realism in it. If we have time, we’ll delve into more reading with a novella or some short 
stories with a similar flare, or perhaps with free reading and sharing. You do not need to have read the book 
ahead of time, but it’s fine if you have and reread it with us. The class time will be spent in discussion of the 
book and ideas it brings up - low stakes, easy conversation amongst people who like to read. I will also have 
a keurig coffee maker and a microwave, so bring your coffee/ tea/ hot chocolate and a mug.  
 
JAZZ COMBO ( AMD)                                                  
          John Abert 
From the birth of jazz to the modern day, small ensembles, known as “combos” have been an important 
performance medium. In this small group setting, the individual performer has the freedom to express 
him/herself through extended improvisation and to interact closely with fellow performers. Previous 
experience on a band or orchestra instrument and instructor approval are required.  
 
BE WELL ( OTHER)                                        Marci Wieland 
How do you handle stress? Do you have ways to calm your body and mind when you are feeling 
overwhelmed? Do you know what holistic means? In this class, we will examine the mind-body connection 
and its role in personal wellness and well-being. We will also learn about stress-reducing, mind-body 
practices in mindfulness and meditation, and learn about Ayurveda, a 5,000-year-old healing system from 
India which explores how we respond to our environment (physically, mentally and emotionally), and what 
we can do to become more balanced. 
 
ZUMBA FITNESS (PE)      Stacey Winston 
In this class, we will dance unapologetically and enthusiastically. Both boys and girls are welcome. We will 
be doing the following things: learning dance moves to certain songs (e.g. Beyonce, Chris Brown, and others 
of one’s choosing), talking about health in general, and somewhere down the road we will have time for 
students to make his/her own favorite healthy meal and bring it to class to share. Of course, we will also 
incorporate plenty of time for stretching. However, there is one twist to the Zumba Class. Before we dance, 
and after we stretch, we will do legs, glutes, and core muscle strength workouts for about 15 minutes prior to 
dancing. To hone in on certain areas, we will alternate certain workouts every day. 
 
 
MUSICAL LEADS AND CAST (MUSIC)  Scott Morris/Kate Murray/Dee Wagner 
In nineteenth century France, Jean Valjean is released from years of unjust imprisonment, but finds nothing 
in store for him but mistrust and mistreatment. He breaks his parole in hopes of starting a new life, initiating 
a lifelong struggle for redemption as he is relentlessly pursued by police inspector Javert, who refuses to 
believe Valjean can change his ways. Finally, during the Paris student uprising of 1832, Javert must confront 
his ideals after Valjean spares his life and saves that of the student revolutionary, Marius, who has captured 
the heart of Valjean's adopted daughter, Cosette. 
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SHORT TERM PLAY( DRAMA)                           Jesse Evans 
This class will involve putting on a play during this Short Term.  The play goes up one week after Short 
Term ends.  You will be required to meet after school on certain days.  You need to audition for this class, 
and that will happen in November.  The play will be a comedy.  If you are interested in taking the class as a 
set designer, tech crew, etc. you can do that as well. (3 hrs.) 
 
THEATER TECH (DRAMA)       Jesse Evans 
This role will help with the technical aspects of the theater and black box.  They will help run assemblies, 
work on building sets for the plays, setting a rep lighting plot for the black box, as well and more.  You will 
learn how to use the sound and light board as well work with power tools. It will be a lot of work, but a lot 
of fun. (1hr) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PERIODS 5&6 TWO-HOUR COURSES 
ACADEMIC: 

 
GUATEMALA                                                                            Ruth Dinkins/ Miranda Knowles 
(This is a 4 hour course during 3-6 period. All students going on the trip must sign up for periods 
3-6.) 
 
Students who have applied for and been accepted to this trip/class will participate in 2 weeks of preparatory 
lessons and 9 days of a service trip to the small, predominantly Mayan communities surrounding Xela, 
Guatemala. Students will learn how to take blood pressure, blood glucose, temperature and BMI readings 
and will then be able to evaluate patients in Xela and nearby towns. In addition, they will become experts in 
the fields of nutrition, basic hygiene and sexual health so that they can teach lessons on these topics to 
elementary and middle school students. We will live in homestays for the duration of our trip and expect to 
learn as much or more from our host families as we could in any classroom. We are pleased to partner with 
the Global Public Service Academies (GPSA) who lead service trips to Belize and Guatemala and maintain 
relationships with members of the communities where we will live and work. 

 
AP CHEMISTRY LABORATORY (SCIENCE)      Magnus Edlund 
This 2-hour course is a continuation of the long term AP Chemistry class.  This is a required course for all 
AP Chemistry students. (2 hrs.) 
 
 
MAKING A BABY! From Conception to Delivery  (SCIENCE)     
          Aklima Ali 
When the egg meets the sperm a baby is made; Is it really this simple?? Well this short term class explores 
the perilous journey of the millions of sperm as it goes in search of the elusive egg. We begin from the 
moment of conception, to becoming pregnant, gestation [trimesters], and finally the delivery. As we delved 
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into this 42 week gestation period we will discuss various pregnancies, IVF, multiples babies, identical and 
non identical, theories behind twins, and modes of deliveries [videos of vaginal, cesarean, water birth] as 
well as any complications that can occur throughout the 42 weeks. So if you are ready to learn more about 
how a baby is made, see how a baby is conceived, how twins occur and the mystery behind the lefties of the 
world, witness the birth of multiples, and many more fun stuff then come to this class 
 
At the end of the short term students will present a 15 minute group poster board project on one aspect of 
pregnancy that really grasp their interest [for example; twins, types, the probability and complications and 
uniqueness of them] 
 
LIFE OF PI ( MATH)                                  Kim Mansion 
In this class, we will take a look at math and how it traveled across non-western culture and civilization. We 
will explore how patterns emerge and math comes out in cultural activities. We’ll dive in deep to looking at 
the different calendars, create art and decorations, investigate divination, play games, look at new counting 
schemes and study kinship. Come take a look at math in a whole new light! 
 
 
MARVEL MOVIES: The Politics, Ethics, and Society of Their World and Ours (SOCSTUDIES) 

Jack Bross and Gregory Mancini 
 
Every generation has a modern media mythology that serves as a framework for entertaining as well as 
educating about ethics, morality, issues of race, gender, class, and so on. Superhero movies, in particular 
movies rooted in Marvel Comics, are that framework for this generation. In 2012, Marvel’s The Avengers 
became the third highest-grossing film in history at the time. Since then, three Marvel superhero films 
Avengers: Age of Ultron (2015), Avengers: Infinity War (2018) and Black Panther (2018) have joined that 
film on the list of the top-ten highest grossing films of all-time. More remarkable is that these four films’ 
stories do not exist independently. Their plots and characters are woven together, along with 17 other films 
(and counting with plans through 2028), into a much larger world: Marvel’s Cinematic Universe. In this 
class, we will view several Marvel-based movies from the past 20 years. We will focus on how these 
deceptively simple morality tales offer not only action-packed entertainment, but also profound statements 
about issues such as the nature of heroism, our identities in relation to race, class, and gender, and ideals like 
the willingness to trade freedom for security among others. Films will likely include Black Panther, Captain 
America: The Winter Soldier, Guardians of the Galaxy, Thor: Ragnarok, Ant-Man, Spider-Man: 
Homecoming, X-Men, and Iron Man. The course will also likely screen a DC movie like Wonder Woman or 
The Dark Knight for comparison. Course requirements include quizzes, some writing, reading texts from 
comic book excerpts to essays found in magazines and journals, and active participation in discussion. 
 
COPS CRIMES AND CRIMINALS (ENGLISH)  Rick Goldstein / John Capute 
The crime drama has become a staple of American pop culture.  Think of two of the most successful 
television franchises on American TV: CSI and Law and Order: SVU and their numerous spin-offs, not to 
mention the various permutations of the genre—Major Crimes (the spin-off from the hugely successful The 
Closer); Criminal Minds; Blue Bloods; Hawaii-Five O; Chicago P.D.; even a comedy, Brooklyn Nine-Nine; 
and one of the most popular shows on television, NCIS. And still plugging away on Saturday nights, COPS 
and radical re-imaginings of the genre in shows like True Detective on HBO. Perhaps now more than ever, 
in our post 9/11, post-stock-market-crash-election-of-Donald-Trump-world of heightened anxiety, the appeal 
and comfort of dramas which remind us of our fears and then dispel them through the tireless work of crime 
scene technicians or hardworking cops and D.A.’s is not surprising. But not every crime drama reflects a 
universe so easily ordered.  Then again, in the wake of the killings of Tamir Rice, Freddie Gray, LaQuan 
McDonald, Michael Brown, the suspicious death of Sandra Bland in a Texas jail, and the rise of the Black 
Lives Matter movement, law enforcement is being scrutinized for its role in the killing of unarmed African-
Americans to a degree that has never been seen in the US. In this class we will consider the crime drama in 
both film and television, from the classic television series like NYPD Blue and Homicide: Life on The Streets 
through the still controversial 1972 Clint Eastwood vehicle Dirty Harry (“Go ahead, punk...Make my day”) 
through the longest running prime time show today, COPS, through to, yes, Law and Order (though we’ll 
skip the failed spin off, Law and Order: Pawn Shop Unit) and consider how it reflects the respective values 
and concerns of its time. Additionally—and crucially—we will hear from a number of speakers from the 
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world of law and order: cops themselves, prosecutors, defense attorneys. And if all goes well we will visit a 
local jail. Through the viewing and discussion of these shows and films and listening to our guest speakers, 
we’ll explore what the cop genre tells us about our culture, our society, and ourselves. This is a discussion-
based class with an objective and essay test at the end of the term. 
 
SHAKES-PAIR      Clark Cloyd 
What’s better than one play by Shakespeare? Two plays by the Bard.  This year’s offering will take 
advantage of The Shakespeare Tavern’s January production of Love’s Labor’s Lost – you won’t see that one 
very often (but if you do you’ll encounter the longest word in all of Shakespeare’s plays).  I’m pairing this 
early comedy with a more popular choice, Much Ado About Nothing. Both involve misdirection and 
confusion in the affairs of love and provide a wealth of mirth, but some serious matters do arise and 
comparing how these forces play out will serve as our focus in thinking about the plays. In Shakespeare’s 
comedies humans discover ways to see past the cribbing confines of social propriety and power.  Love 
proves to be chaotic, provoking inversions and disruptions that lead to somewhat more open dispositions for 
nearly all involved.  The pictures are not entirely rosy (thank goodness) but are ultimately hopeful – true 
comedy.   
 
HAIR: Take It From the Top ( SOCSTUDIES)   Donna Ellwood/Catherine Tipton  

"Hair: the life-force; strength; energy; the power of thought; virility."  

This class will attempt to uncover and even get at the root of our human fascination with the "dead strands of 
protein extruding from tiny pores on our heads which nonetheless have extraordinary power." To this end, 
we will comb through the tangled legends, lore, and actual history of hair and extend our discussions to the 
religious, sociological, and cultural perspectives and customs concerning hair and hairstyles. We will weave 
in literary selections, highlighting different strands of thought concerning the long and the short of this topic. 
We will tie up any loose ends by showing films and clips, and at the end of the term, we’ll split. (2 hrs.)  

US MEXICAN BORDER (SOCSTUDIES)   Joy Lewis Mendez Our government has 
taken extraordinary steps to stop immigration from Mexico: more walls, more Border Patrol, more 
deportation. Why?   

In this course, we will explore the roots of Mexican immigration, the history of the U.S.-Mexican border, 
myths and stereotypes associated with immigrants, as well as current legislation and possible solutions.  
Students will read current articles and essays, watch films, do class presentations, and participate in role-
play activities as we explore this topic. We might also take a class field trip! (2 hrs) 
 
OSCAR-WINNING FOREIGN FILMS       Melissa McKay-Hagan 
 
At the 29th Academy Awards in 1956 the Academy created a category known as the Best Foreign Language 
Film Award for non-English speaking films. In 1956 this award was given to Federico Fellini’s film La 
Strada and it has been given out every year since. We will begin this course with a history of the Academy 
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, focusing especially on the category of Best Foreign Language Film. 
We will view films from different decades that have won an Oscar in this category. Students will watch 
films in class, do research on each film and director and write a 1-page journal entry on each film. Students 
are expected to take notes in class on the material covered, take part in discussions about each film, prepare 
daily homework and research (mostly at home) a final 10-15 minute presentation. Evaluation will be based 
on class participation, quizzes, homework and preparation and a final project. This is a 2-hour academic 
course that is open to all students. It is taught in English. No French language background necessary. (2 hrs.) 
 

HARRY POTTER (ENGLISH)       Sarah Schiff  

Sure, you’ve read Harry Potter (or maybe just seen the movies), but do you know that J.K. Rowling took 
much of her inspiration for her characters and plot lines from classic works of literature, including Greek 
mythology, the Bible, and The Canterbury Tales ? Come read the first three books of the series, dive into 
some of Rowling’s influences, watch the movies, and let go of your Muggle-identity. Grades will be 
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determined by participation and weekly reading quizzes as well as a final portfolio with the help of the 
Pottermore website in which you develop your own Harry Potter persona: which house would you belong to, 
what would be in your wand, who would be your enemies?  

BREAKING BARRIERS       Marty Hays 
 
This is a sports history class that will do case studies of several important world-class athletes who broke 
down racial barriers and changed the face of American sport and society. Some of the athletes who will be 
studied include Jackie Robinson, who broke the color barrier in baseball, Althea Gibson, the first black 
tennis player and first black woman to win a grand slam event. Arthur Ashe the first black tennis player 
named to the Davis Cup team. Jim Thorpe and Billy Mills, the first two American Indians to win gold 
medals in Olympic track competition. Jesse Owens, first black track athlete to win Olympic Gold and 
considered by many to be the greatest athlete of all time. He embarrassed Hitler in the 1936 Berlin 
Olympics. Wilma Rudolph, the greatest black female athlete and first to win Olympic Gold, and Jack 
Johnson, the first black boxer to become heavyweight champion. We will examine these magnificent 
athletes by reading books, articles, watching films, and having lectures and discussions. It will be an 
academic course and will involve considerable reading, a few quizzes, and a short paper. (2hrs) 
 
 
 

 PERIODS 5&6 TWO-HOUR COURSES  
NON-ACADEMIC:  

       
VIVA LAS VEGAS (OTHER)      Paul Myers 
How did a desert railroad stop become an entertainment and gambling showplace? Through historical 
footage, this course will explore the history, the role of the mob, the night life and the casinos of Las Vegas. 
 Playing and examining the probability of the casino games will highlight each session. 
 
SMELL, BUBBLE, AND BURN (OTHER)    Paula Nettles /Lindsay Reid  

In this course, students will gain an appreciation of the science of scent as well as an opportunity to use scent 
to create both soaps and candles. The science and practice of soap and candle making will also be explored 
with students creating products they may keep and use. Students will have the opportunity to learn 2 weeks 
of candle making with Lindsay and 2 weeks of soap making with Paula. Labs will include scent extraction, 
saponification, comparison of waxes, olfactory fatigue and others as time and interest allow.  

 
 
PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT(ART)         Madeleine Soloway 
This class is designed for serious and advanced Juniors interested in furthering the development of their 
college portfolio.  Students will create a small body of work based on a theme using a variety of 
materials and media.  Teacher permission to enroll in this class is necessary. (2 hrs.) 
 
 
 
WINNING PLAYS For Your Mathematical Plays (or, how to take the fun out of games) (OTHER) 
         Martin Aguilera 
This class is about taking a more mathematical approach to certain games.  We will be focusing on three 
games: For Sale, Sushi Go! and Seven Wonders.  Students will be asked to play these games numerous 
times, while figuring out a way to turn the game into numbers and data to be analyzed.  After analyzing the 
data students will be asked to turn that analysis into a strategy for playing the games, then play-test those 
strategies.  The course will utilize the book of the same title to teach students a bit about game theory and 
how to take the fun out of games. 
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SUSTAINABILITY INTERNSHIP (OTHER)   Korri Ellis 
Interested in assisting with the advancement of environmental sustainability at Paideia? The focus of the 
sustainability internship can be shaped by your area of interest. Possibilities include participation in citizen 
science projects, research and action projects helping to address challenges with our school community's 
waste stream, conducting water quality tests, teaching environmental lessons to lower grades, and more. 
Interns must be able to work independently.  
 
BOOKCRAFT ( ART)      Dianne Bush  
Concertina binding. Japanese stab binding. Tunnel books, flag books, carousel books. Welcome to the 
world of bookcraft! Learn about traditional approaches to handmade books, journals, and pamphlets as 
well as some of the more conceptual and experimental artist’s books that push the boundaries of 
bookmaking. Artist’s books are works of art that function as one-of- a-kind objects. Many artist’s books 
challenge the conventional book format and become sculptural objects. Students will create unique 
pieces as we fold, stitch, glue, wrap, reveal, and engineer. (2hr) 
 
PHOTOGRAPHY: MEDIUM FORMAT (ART)    Holly White  
The medium format is a course designed for students who’ve had a previous darkroom course, and 
experience with the 35 mm camera. Students will enhance their skills, and the quality of their work by 
working with a larger negative. They will learn its functions, creative darkroom techniques, and explore 
different ways of shooting. Class is limited to 9 students Prerequisite: Photo 1, or currently enrolled in Photo 
1. Or permission from the teacher. (2 hrs.) 
 
COMPETITION ROBOTICS (OTHER)     Jen Leon 
This course is open to all students currently in Dave Fergemann's robotics class or members of the robotics 
team who are actively working on a robot for Vex competitions. Any student not meeting these criteria must 
get teacher permission to join the class.  
The course will be devoted to build time to prepare for the current Vex game as well as time to prepare for 
skills and design competitions and to polish engineering notebooks.  
 (2 hrs.) 
 
URBAN AGRICULTURE (OTHER)     Tania Herbert 
This course will be divided into 2 parts: the first half will be an urban farming and community engagement 
project that will include the design and installation of an edible food forest garden at Thomasville Heights 
Elementary. As part of this collaboration, students will research and design a food forest and install fruit 
trees, berry bushes and perennial plants.  We will also teach the 4th and 5th grade students at this local 
school how to inoculate logs for shiitake mushroom production in their garden. We will have a guest speaker 
from the City of Atlanta's Urban Ag team in the Office of Resilience to talk about Atlanta's Food forest 
project.The second half of this course will be focused on feeding ourselves and our community.  
 
We will be cooking and eating meals using food from our school farm: seasonal pizza, black bean burritos 
(yes we grew our own black beans..), savory galette with roasted squash and caramelized onions, poutine 
with roasted herb potatoes, miso-mushroom gravy  (with our own shiitake mushrooms) and melted local 
cheese...plus a seasonal cake using Paideia-grown fruit.Using our own sustainably raised meat, students will 
also learn how to make chicken vegetable soup to be served at our local soup kitchen.  Finally, with herbs 
from our farm, we will create some healing lip balms and foot salves for our friends who live on the streets. 
Students will be recording  their thoughts and experiences throughout this class in a reflection journal.  We 
will have an opportunity to share our reflections on the last day of classes. 
 
CONTRACT BRIDGE (OTHER)     Joanna Gibson/Ansley Yeomans  
Learn to play the best card game ever! Study bidding and playing strategies, conventions and tricks of the 
trade. Bridge is something you will play your whole life. This course is for beginners; no experience of any 
type is required.  (2 hr.) 
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THE MUSICAL LEADS AND CAST (MUSIC)  Scott Morris/Kate Murray/Jeff McKerley 
In nineteenth century France, Jean Valjean is released from years of unjust imprisonment, but finds nothing 
in store for him but mistrust and mistreatment. He breaks his parole in hopes of starting a new life, initiating 
a lifelong struggle for redemption as he is relentlessly pursued by police inspector Javert, who refuses to 
believe Valjean can change his ways. Finally, during the Paris student uprising of 1832, Javert must confront 
his ideals after Valjean spares his life and saves that of the student revolutionary, Marius, who has captured 
the heart of Valjean's adopted daughter, Cosette. 
 
HS MUSICAL PIT ORCHESTRA (MUSIC)    

Pete Ciaschini/Elisabeth Copeland/Amy Ensel 
The Pit Orchestra for the High School Musical will rehearse two hours per day and be responsible for 
providing the music for the musical, Les Miserables, in January. Musical Pit Orchestra participants must be 
available for all specified rehearsal and performance dates. 
 
TECH CREW MUSICAL (OTHER)     Danyale Taylor 
Students in this class will take care of all the technical work for the Musical, Les Miserables. Tech work 
includes but is not limited to: building & painting the set, rigging & running lights and sound, stage 
managing, special effects and more. The class meets during its allotted time during the regular school day 
and has several work days that are scheduled after school and on weekends that will be required.  
 
SHORT TERM PLAY (DRAMA)                           Jesse Evans 
This class will involve putting on a play during this Short Term.  The play goes up one week after Short 
Term ends.  You will be required to meet after school on certain days.  You need to audition for this class, 
and that will happen in November.  The play will be a comedy.  If you are interested in taking the class as a 
set designer, tech crew, etc. you can do that as well. (3 hrs.) 
 
CONNECTING WITH CONNECTIONS (OTHER)  Natalie Rogovin 
The goal of this class is to learn about and connect with teens with autism, individuals who can be different 
than us yet as teens we share many of the same interests and ideas.  It is actually communication that keeps 
us feeling more different than alike. In this course, we will spend the first week learning about the daily 
experiences of someone with autism through short essays, videos, and fun exercises. Using what we learn, 
we will design lessons to teach and play games with the students at the Connections School of Atlanta, a 
high school for students with autism, in the last three weeks of the course. Depending on the interests of the 
class, we might play bocce ball, ping-pong, four-square, or even Quidditch. We will plan for activities such 
as pool parties and field trips as a way to bond with the students in other settings. This class is a good way to 
learn about experiences different than yours while being active and having fun! Students who take this class 
will also earn 30 hours of internship credit and one sports credit. 
 
INTERNSHIP (OTHER)       Natalie Rogovin  
 
Internships are a meaningful way to enact the Framework of Values that contribute to the community and 
culture of service at Paideia, specifically Empathy, Social Responsibility, and the Development of an Ethical 
Self. Volunteering gives you the chance to create the kind of community and world in which you want to 
live. It gives you the opportunity to be a part of something bigger than yourself and use your civic 
responsibility for the greater good. Ultimately, it allows you to see a life other than your own. 
  
It is also a graduation requirement; two internships, at separate organizations, with a minimum 
of 30 hours each, must be completed (only one internship credit is awarded for on campus service work). 
  
Students are encouraged to do 1 internship their 9th or 10th grade year and a second one in their 11th or 
12th grade year. 
  
SETTING UP INTERNSHIP: 
Step 1. Start by making general observations of issues that affect your community. Think about what type of 
service you would like to do, social justice advocacy, education, urban ag., health & human services, 
environment, etc. 
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Step 2. Once you have identified an issue check in with Natalie. She will have several organizations already 
arranged to take Paideia volunteers during short term. 
Step 3: Attend the meeting before short term to choose your placement. 
Step 4: During the internship, it is suggested that students keep a journal of their experiences. Regular 
communication with Natalie during the internship is expected. 
Step 5. TO RECEIVE CREDIT students must complete the Reflection Essay and log hours using 
Mobileserve.  Both must be completed for credit and instructions for both are available on the 
Student Portal. 
  
Students wishing to set up their own service opportunities must have them approved by Natalie prior to the 
start of Short Term. 
 
 

 
 
 
 


